
General llescription

The Pointolite lamp is an arc-incandescent lamp with a negative
volt-ampere characteristic, the arc being formed and maintained
between refractory conducting electrodes contained within a glass
bulb filled with inert gas at a relatively low pressure.

The electrodes are rendered incandescent by the action of the
arc, and serve aa highly concentrated sources of light, the arc
itself being practically non-luminous.

There are two distinct types, viz.
(l) for d.c. operation.
(2) for a.c. operation.

which are sub-divided into two groups, viz.
Group A - 2 electrode lmps comprising the 30 c.p. and l00c.p

ratings for d,c. operation (see Fig. I and Fig, 2).
Group B - 3 electrode lamps comprising the 500 c.p. and

I 000 c. p. ratings lor d. c. operation, and the I 50 c. p
rating lor a. c. operation (see Fig. 3 and Fig, 4).

Electrode SystenB

The 2-electrode Imp possesses a positive electrode in the form
of a Tungsten bead mounted on the extremity of a stalk of the
same metal, and a negative electrode (known as the rlonizerr) in
the form of a coi.l of Tungsten wire, the extended end of which
carries a protective sleeve composed of a mixture of oxides
(see Fig. I and Fig. 2).

The 3-electrode lamp resembles the 2-electrode type, but has
in addition to the bead and ionizer a third electrode in the shape of
a Tungsten plate in the case olthe 500 c.p. and 1000 c.p. lamps
(see Fig, 3) and a Tungstenbead irlthe case ofthe 150 c.p. lamp
(see Fig. 4),

lhe Fundamental Gircuit

Owing to the voltage required to initiate the arc being considerably
in excess of the voltåge required to maintain it, a resistor of
suitable ohmic value is comected in series with the æc, Similarl¡
a resistor of suitable ohmic value is connected in series with the
ionizer to limit the ionizer current to its correct va1ue.

The circuit by which these conditions are satisfied is shown in
Fig. 5.

The ohmic values of the resistors required for any supply
voltage can be calculated by the following formulae -
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Standard RatinÉs and Types

Starting and operating

30 c.p. and 100 c.p. lamps
The positive electrode of the lamp is electrically connected through
a resistor of suitable value (according to the supply voltage) to the
positive pole of the supply. One end of the ionizer is electrically
connected direct to the negative of the supply, and the other end
through arnormally oflror push switch and a resistor of suitable
value (according to the supply voltage) to the positive'pole of the
supply (see Fig. 5).

Upon temporarily closing the push switch, current flows through
the ionizer, causing incandegcence of the tungsten coil, thereby
ionizing the gas in its vicinity.

On the push switch being released, a condition is obtained
favourable for the formation of an arc, namely, a pre-heated
negative electrode, a positively charged electrode and an inter'
vening gas path ionized by emission from a hot body.

The arc forms between the ionizer coil and the tungsten bead
and thenmoves over from the coil to the ionizer sleeve. It is
important that this effect should be definite and complete in every
case, since the coil poltion of the ionizer while suitable for
starting the arc, is quite unable to withstand the action ofthe arc
for any length of time, while the ionizer sleeve being unsuitable
for starting the arc, is moet efficient as a negative electrode when
the arc functions between it and the bead. This can be effected in
two different ways, viz. :

(a) By means of a fixed positive electrode, suitably spaced
relative to the junction of the ionizer coil and ite protective sleeve
(see Fig. 21, or;

(b) By means of a moving positive electrode. In this case, a
short length of bimetallic strip is incorporated in the stalk carrying
the tungsten bead, and the bead is initially set in position opposite
the tungsten coil of the ionizer, where it remains when the lamp is
not in operation. Upon striking the arc, the heat conducted from
the incandescent bead causes the bimetallic strip to warP, thereby
moving the bead (and with it the arc) to a position opposite a part
of the protective sleeve of the ionizer, coming to rest apProxi-
mately in the centre of the bulb (see Fig. I).

Method (a) is employed in 30 c.p. and 100 c.p.(Fixed Electrode)
Lamps.

Method (b) is uaed only in the case of the I00 c.p. ordinary type
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500 c.p. and 1000 c.p. larnps
At first, an arc is formed between the ionizer as negative and the
bead as positive electrode - the plate electrode being dead. Then,
by means of a rotary rapid action switch, the ionizer is rnade
dead, the incandeecent bead is made negative and the plate the new
poeitive electrode, the arc being forrned between these. The plate
electrode then becornea the rnain aource of light.

AII electrodes in the 3-electrode lamps are fixed, the motion of
the arc frorn the ionizer coil to ionizer sleeve in the rstartingt stage
of the Pointolite operation being effected in a rnanner sirnilar to
that employed in the 2-electrode Pointolite with fixed electrodes.

I 50 c. p. lamp
The Alternating Current type of Pointolite Larnp is eimilar to the
3-electrode direct current type, except that, inetead of the plate
electrode, the lamp has a second bead electrode which is of the
sarne dimensions ae the first (eee Fig. 4) ,

The method of operation of the alternating current type Pointolite
is the garne ae that employed in the 3-electrode direct current type.

Both beads are equally bright and either or both rnay be used as
the source of light. All electrodes are fixed.

Special Gaps

The 30 c.p. and I00 c.p. lamps are usually fitted with a special
3-conùact bayonet cap (see l.ig. 6) having one large diameter and
one small diameter pin. A special bayonet holder suitable for
accepting this cap and having slots of dissimilar width and 3
plungers is necessary, in order to ensure the correct connection of
the lamp to the circuit.

The 500 c.p. and I000 c.p, lamps are fitted with a special
4-contact G. E, S. cap (see Fig, 7), the centre contact of which is
connected to the plate electrode, the shell to the bead and the two
concentric rings to the two ends of the ionizer.

The a.c, type of Pointolite (150 c.p.) is filted with a 3-contact
B.C. cap, the shell being used as an ionizer connection on starting
the 1amp. The alternating current Pointolite is quite satisfactory
on all normal frequencies.

Goneral Applications

The Pointolite lamp has been successfully used for many years in
most scientific and industrial laboratories. Its numerous applica-
tions include microscopy, metrology, mineralogy, pathology, etc

It is parti.cularly valuable for use with optical systems where a
light source of high intensity and small magnitude is required,

As no adjustment of the arc is necessary, the lamp can be left
unattended for any rBquired length of time.

Physical Gharacteri¡tics

| ¡¡ectn¡cal Character¡st¡cs

Rating

Dimensions (mm)

Positive Electrode
shape and size

Average
life

( hours )

Diam.
length

OveraIl
centre
length

Light

30
100
100
150
500

I 000

32+L
75¡L
65Tl
t sÌt

I 00+2
tsd¡z

75 +5
Lrz. iI5
I 04. 5+5
LL¿,5+5
180
230

+5

Iro

60+5
7 5+Z
7siz
7 5+z

ß4¡5
165T5

Spherical 0.075" diâm.
f r 0, 10r'

', 0. 10"
,r 0. ì0,,

Rectangular 0,2511 x0, Z5tt

" 0.355"x0.355'

500
500
500
300
500
500

C.P
Rating

Volt drop across Current (amps. )

lonizer I st arc Znd arc Ionizer I st arc Znd arc

30
100
r50
500

I 000

7.0
/.u
7.0
7.0
7.0

45
45
50
45
45

50
50
50

4.5
7.0
7.O
7.0
7.0

0

t
)
z
3

45
35
0

0

5

2,0
5.0
8.0



Spectnum

The Spectrum is continuous and approximates to that of a Tungsten
Filament Lamp operating at a colour tempe¡ature of 2600lZ7OOoK.

Position of Operat¡ng

Al1 Pointolite lamps are designed to oPerate in the vertical position
with cap below. If operated in any other position, the internal
structure of the lamp may become deformed, resulting in premature
failure, accompanied by early bulb discoloration.

Gharacteristics of Ult¡mato Fa¡lure

During the life of the lamp, tungsten particles are thrown off the
positive electrode and adhere to the negative electrode. The positive
(light giving) electrode thus becomes smaller and the light output
falls to a point where it becomes economic to install a new lamp;
also during life, bulb discoloration occura, due to tungsten
evaporation, but as this takes place in the upper hemrsphere of the
lamp, it does not interfere appreciably with its ueeful light outPut.

Polarity

D.C. Pointolite Lamps will only opelate when the correct polarity
is applied.

If the arc does not readily strike during the normal ionizing
period., it is an indicati.on that it is incorrectly conneéted to the
mains. In such cases, the connections of the resistance to the supply
should be reversed.

Periodicity of A.C. SUPPIY

The I50 c.p. Pointolite is designed to operate on 50 cycle supply,
but normal variation of periodicity above and below 50 cycles will
not affect satisfactory oPeration'

Gontrol equipment

,A.s control equipment for Pointolite lamps is not now manufactured
by the A.E.I. Lamp and Lighting Co', circuit diagrams and resistor
values are shown to enable potential users to construct control units'

the circuit diagrams show the connections to the resistors, rotary
switches and lamp holders for all lamp ratings.
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(--)
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1 oo/ r z0v zool z5ov
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Spec. BC

lr

Spec. GES

3Z
65
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I Source of supply of components

Component

3-plunger BC lampholder for 30 c.p. and
1 00 c . p, lamps
Shrouded 3-pl.unger BC lampholder for
I50 c.p. lamp
4-contact GES lampholder for 500 c.p.
and 1000 c. p, lamps

Spring loaded push switch for 30 c,p. and
100 c. p. lamps

Source of Supply

,A..E.I. Lamp and Lighting
Co. Ltd. , 44 l.itzroyRd. ,

London, N. W. I.
or nearest Branch Office.

Any manufacturer of
electrical accessories

6-contact rapid action Rotary switch for
150 c. p. lamp

9-contact rapid action Rotary switch for
500 c.p. and 1000 c.p. lamps

Resistors of the required ohmic value
and current carrying capacity.

Santon Ltd,, Newport,
Mon. Cat. No. 104.

Santon Ltd., Newport,
Mon. Cat. No. 105.

From any manufacturer of
this class of material,

Directions for starting and operat¡nÉ Pointolite lamps
30 c.p, and 100 c.p. lamps
Assuming that the control gear has been connected as shown in the
appropriate circuit diagram :

(l) Insert Pointolite lamp in lampholder and connect circuit to
supply.

(2) Depress push switch for about 3 seconds,
(3) Release push switch. The arc should now be established

between the lonizer and the Tungsten bead, when the latter
will increase in brightness until ful1 light outPut is attained.
The lamp will now operate continuously without attention.

I50 c. p. lamp
Assuming that the cont¡ol gear has been connected as shom in the
appropriate circuit diagram :

(l) Insert Pointolite lamp in lampholder and connect circuit to
supply, with the Rotary switch set at position marked tOFFr.

(2') Turn Rotary switch to position 1 to heat lonizer.
(3) After 3 to 4 seconds, switch to position 2 when an arc wi.ll

be established between the lonizer and one of the Tungsten
beads.

(4) Alter l0 to 15 seconds, switch to position 3 when the arc
will be transferred to between the two l'ungsten beads' The
lamp will increase in brightness until full light output is
reached, after which it will operate continuously without
attention.

(5) To extinguieh the lamp, turn switch to roffr position.

500 c.p. and I000 c.p. lamps
The instructions for starting and operating are the same as for the
150 c. p. lamp.

When the Rotary switch is in.position 3, the arc operates between
the Tungsten bead and the Tungsten plate.

Warning. 150 c.p., 500 c.p. and 1000 c.p. lamps must not, in any
circumstance, be left in circuit except when the Rotaty
switch is in position 3.

Note In the case of 30 c.p., I00 c.p., 500 c.p, and 1000 c.p'
lamps, all of which are designed for d.c. operation only, if
the arc does not readily strike it is an indication that the
polarity is incorrect and the connections to the supply should
be reversed,
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR
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30 c
Lamp

Supply VoÌtagc

Ionizcr
Resistor A.
'l-o carry +.5 amps

ì00 r t0 tz0 ¿ao 2t0 220 ¿34 24A ¿50

Ohm s Ohr¡ s O\:r s Ohr¡ s Ohrì s Ohnr s Ohrrr s Ohms Ohìì s

¿0 .6 ¿2.9 25.) ,L¿.9 .t5.2 ]7 .4 49 .6 5l .8 54. 0

Oper¿trng
Rcsistor À+B
To carry 0-,15 amp

120.0 r.l.¡.5 r66.5 3.14. 5 i61.o 3Bo. 0 4t2.0 ,t33.0 +56.0

t00c.P
L amp

lonizer
lìesistor A
'I'o ca r ry 7 arr ps

I3.3 t1.1 r6.r ¿7 .6 29 .3 30..1 33.4 35 .3

Oper:ìting
Rcsistor A+8.
To carry 1,35:rmp

{0.7 tB. I 55.5 tt.1.5 t¿z.o t¿9.5 t 37.0 r5l 6I .14. 5

rlÏil NES|8IOR YAIYES FOR 150 G.P. UTP o|RCUII
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RoIARY SWTTCH PoStTtor{S.

Supply Voltage
100 ll0 tz0 200 zt0 220 230 240 250

Ohrns Ohms Ohrns Ohms Ohrns Ohrns Ohms Ohrns Ohms

Iontzer Resistor A
To carry 7 amps

r3.3 14 .7 1ó.1 27 .6 29 .0 30.4 31.8 33.3 34.7

OperatingResistorA*B
To carry 2 arnps

25,0 30. 0 35. 0 7 5.0 80. 0 85. 0 90. 0 95. 0 I00

)

)

)



CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR 5()O CP

and

l()OO CP POIIITOLITE LAMPS
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+

9 l*c
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7
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6

P0s¡Tt0Ñ 2
7
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BEAD & IONISER

5

9

2

PostTr0N 3

TOR TORMING ARC

BEfWEEI{ TUì{GsTEÌI

BEAD & PTATE

ELECTRODE

7

5

ÌUNGSIEH
PLATE EEAD

6

ROTARY SWITCH POsIIIONS
c

A.OUTER RING CONTACT

B. INI{ER RING CONTACT

C. SHELT OI TAMPHOTDER
D - CENTRE COìITACT

LAMPHOLDER COI{NECTIONS

7

I R0f AR
swtrcH4

RESISTANCE VALUES FOR 50fl CP LAMP CIRCUIT

BESISTAI{CE VATUES FOR IO()O CP LAMP CIRCUIT

SuppIy Voltage
100 110 tz0 200 zt0 zz0 230 240 250

Ohrn s

13. 3

27 .5

10.0

Ohrn s

14.7

32.5

12.0

Ohrn s

r6.1

37 .5

14. 0

Ohrn s

27 .6

77 .5

30. 0

Ohrns

zg .0

82.5

32. O

Ohrn s

30.4

87 .5

34.0

Ohrns

31 .I

92.5

36. 0

Ohrn s

33.4

97 .5

38. 0

Ohrn s

34.7

102. 5

40. 0

lonizer Resistor A.
To carry 7 arnps
First Arc Resistor B.
To carry 2 arnps
Second Arc Resistor C
To carry 5 arnps

Suppiy Voltage
100 r r 0 120 Zo0 210 220 Z3O 240 250

Ohrns

ì3.3

15.7

6.3

Ohrns

t4 .7

r8.5

7.5

Ohrns

16. r

2L .4

87

Ohrn s

z7 .6

44.3

18. 7

Ohrns

29 .0

47.2

20. 0

Ohrn s

30 .4

50. 0

2t.z

Ohms

3t .8

53.0

22.5

Ohms

33 .4

55.7

23.B

Ohrns

34.7

58. 6

25.0

Ionizer Resistor A.
To carry 7 arnps
First Arc Resistor B.
To carry 3.5 arnps
Second Arc Resistor C

To carry I arnps




